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Exercise 32 (total of seven points).
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be the language of Boolean algebras and ����� be the axioms of

Boolean algebras. Let� ��� ����� ��!#"$%�'&�(�)	
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Let �FE , �7G , �FH , and �JI be the deductive closures of ����� , �J���0K ��L = �
, �J���MK � � � , and�J���NK � � � = � , respectively. Investigate whether �FO is a complete theory. If it isn’t, give a

formula P such that PRQS �JO and
L PRQS �#O . If it is complete, give a brief argument why. (1

point each for �FE and �7G , 2 points for �FH , 3 points for �FI .)
Exercise 33 (total of three points).
Give the names of the following logicians and mathematicians (1 point each):TMU was one of the students of David Hilbert who was a teacher at the Gymnasium

Arnoldinum from 1929 to 1948.T0V was an important figure in the history of the Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung.
He was married to the granddaughter of Hegel, and is popularly known for the “ V
bottle”, a two-dimensional manifold not embeddable into W I .TYX received his PhD degree in 1924 at the UvA for a thesis entitled Intuitionistische
axiomatiek der projectieve meetkunde and was the PhD supervisor of a (retired) ILLC
member.

(One extra point: What is the canonical webpage for finding information about supervisor-
student relations in mathematics?)

Exercise 34 (total of five points).
Let Z ��� []\^�
_a`

be a partial preorder (i.e.,
_

is a reflexive and transitive relation). For�b�c� S \
, define

�@de�
by

�C_f�hgi�1_j�
. Show that

d
is an equivalence relation (1½

points). Let k ���@\ Q d be the set of
d

-equivalence classes. For l �cm S k , define l _1m
if and

only if there are
� S l and

� S m
such that

�n_C�
. Show that this is well-defined (2 points)

and that
[ k ��_o`

is a partial order (1½ points).
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Exercise 35 (total of seven points).

(1) Find wellorders � and ��� such that � ����� is not isomorphic to ������� and
explain why (2 points).

(2) Similarly, find wellorders � and ��� such that ���	��� is not isomorphic to ���
�	�
and explain why (2 points).

(3) In the first two tasks, you can choose one wellorder to be finite. Why can’t both
wellorders be finite in such an example (1 point)?

(4) Consider �
���e[� ��_o`

to be the rational numbers with the usual ordering. Find out
whether ����� is isomorphic to � and give an argument (2 points).
Hint. The Cantor Isomorphism Theorem (sometimes called “back-and-forth theorem”) for countable
linear orders may help. If you use it, you don’t have to prove it, but please state it clearly with a proper
reference to the literature and make sure that you apply it properly.

http://staff.science.uva.nl/ � bloewe/2005-I-CL.html


